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!!he Pu.rpose of the Units 
Factors Involved in Their Use 
Every alert and socially minded teacher knows that world peace and 
domestic harmony depend upon the elimination ~f group prejudt·ee· ·and the 
developnent of techniques for improving group relationships. !!he increase 
in anti-Semitism, the shocking incidents of discrimination against Negroes, 
and the rebirth of movements like the Xu nux nan challenge the schools to 
take an active part 1n combatting prejudice. There is need, therefore, for 
the teaching of intercultural education, not as a separate subject to be 
offered as a departmental interest, bnt as an emphasis Which will pervade 
the entire fabric of the curriculum. 
The experienced teacher ·knows -that the students with whom he deals fre-
quently reveal prejudiced thinking, w1 th illogical and stereo·typed impres-
sions of people and their ways of living. !he teacher sees, too, the effect 
that propaganda produces in the thinking of the average -student• Cllrrent 
happenings in various parts of the United States, both local and natio11AJ.. 
I 
may give rise to an open expression of these biased- thoughts. 1b.e teacher 
mq wish to seize such opportunities for the development of intergroup re-
lationships. On the other hand, the happenings which ought to provoke stu-
dent comment may pass unnoticed, as though the incidents -are beyond the 
span of reality; they occur in another city or state, too far away to have 
any real significance. 1b.e teacher m~ find it necessary to call attention 
to these democratic inconsistencies, since the aim in .Americaneducation is 
to make well-informed citizens. In either case, the teacher m~ be eon-
fronted with the problem of· how to proceed wisely with subject-matter 
1. 
/ 
II which "ItT 'be of an explosi-ve nature. 'lhe :parpose of these four units. 
2
• 
I therefore, is to provide· a block of work in the area of intercultural edu-
cation. It is one suggested wq out of many. 
These unite are intended for use on the seconda.ry' school level ·(prin-
cipalJ.7 grades 10 and 11) whenever s...obvioue ~ for such material has 
arisen, whether it be in a course of American history, Jhglish, or problems 
of democracy. 
It is assumed that the teacher will make a careful s'ttldy" of the stu-
dents in his classes before~ unit is attempted. ~eir intelligence qao-
tients, background, out of school interests and activities play an impor-
tant part in providing certain knowledges that are essential for good 
teaching. ~efore developing a unit on intercultural education, a teacher 
should also know as much as possible about the · comnnmity relationships and 
the ratio of so called "minority people". There are other factors to be 
considered: the type of classroom in which the work is to be carried on, 
whether it is the formal desks-screwed-to-the-floor type or the modern 
version of a social science laborator.y with well-equipped files and general 
· aids, will affect the wq in which a unit can be ·carriecl out suceessf'u.lly. 
Modern equipment is fine but it is possible for good unit · instruction to 
be developed with a minimum of essentials, provided that careful planning 
has been made. 
~e best units are those which develop naturally around a problem which 
has been brought into the classroom, it is true. But the nature of inter-
Cultural education is such that sometimes it is best to wait a few dqs 
until emotional tension has begun to relax its grip. Some issues get so 
3. 
"red-hot" that no one with sense toueh:es them·until they have cooled a bit. 
Then it m~q be necessarY", at first, to ·provide artificial st1lmllation in 
order to taclcle the problem; the unit planned in advance is a suggested 
method of approach. 
However, though the unit mq have been planned in advance, the arrange-
ment is not finite; it should be used with a large degree of flexibility 
and w1 th· additions or omissions as desired. 
'lhere is no intention implied of making this particular block of work 
a one, two, three, four matter. 'lhe first three units would seem to provide 
a more natural backgrOWld for the study' of ·number four 1 'lhe Riches of Oa.r 
Common Heritage" but the choice rests with the needs of the class and the 
teacher. 
As for arrangement of time, ten lessons on each unit is suggested. In 
some cases, the preparation for a apecial group activity mq··necessitate a 
greater allotment of time bnt again, flexibility should be the keynote. 
:For the teacher who is not accm:stomed to the procedure which aceompanie 
the type of unit presented here, the following · suggestions are offered: 
the delimitation is merely another term for the knowledges or understandings 
that each unit hopes to develop. They indicate to the teacher the impor-
tant facts or truths which underlie each topic and serve as a teacher 
guide. The students should be provided w1 th individual copies of the core 
and optional related activities' sheets, as well as the reading references 
for students. The use of the core activities ought to involve as much stu-
dent freedom as facilities can afford. It the· reference materials are in 
the classroom-library, pupils m~ examine them at will, taking notes if' 
they wish or simply reading for background information in preparation for 

s. 
lations W, changed the mind-set of secondary ·school pupils. SUch service 
is only the spade work. Repeated plowings are necessar;y bef-ore the soil 
can be made fertile enough to yield a harvest • . 
Propaganda :.. lfhat Is It "I 
•we must keep in the forefront of our minds the faot that 
whenever we take aw~ the liberties of those we hate, we are 
opening the wtq to loss of 11 berty ·for those we· love. • 
Wendell L. Wilkie 

THE DELIMITATION 
1. Propaganda plays a role of great importance in all our lives. There 
are many propagandas; our nation and world teem with them. 'lhey come from 
organized groups of' representatives of' organized groups. 'lhey touch eveey 
aspect of' our lives. Chiefly they are commercial, political, religious, and 
economic. 
2. People are subjected to propaganda when they buy merchandise, read news-
papers, see moving pictures, hear radio programs, and listen to candidates 
for political office. 
J. Propaganda employs emotional words, name calling, testimonial, "band 
wagon• and 11 card stacking" devices. 
a. lim.otional words recall ideals which we love and. are willing to 
fight to protect. 
b. !Tame calling would have us condemn a person w1 thout investi-
gating evidence. 
c. 'lb.e testimonial device is effective because everyone is infiu-
enced by the opinions of' persons he admires. 
d. 'lhe tendency to follow others and do what they do makes the 
11band wagon" deVice use:f'tll. 
e. 'lhe "card stacking1 deTice is used by the propagandist when he 
gives us only a part of the truth in such a manner that he 
confnses and diverts us. 
4. Training, environment, and physiological factors create our attitudes, 
prejudices, and ideals. The latter are the soil the propagandist tills in 
order to make us act as he wants us to act. 
5. Propagandists maY- make us blind with hatred or fear or anger. We harm 
ourselves and others as a result. 
6. Harmful propaganda may divide a country from within and endanger us from , 
without. 
7. ~ hate organizations in the Uhited States are disguised by patriotic 
or religious sounding names. Such groups add to their large membership role 
by propaganda directed against minorities. 
a. 
a. A minorit~ group is one that is numericall~ 11111aller than the largest 
group. People who ~ belong to a minorit~ group in one part of the United 
States ma7 find themselves in the majorit~ class in another part. 
9. fhrough propaganda Jl8lcy' Negroes, Jews, Japanese-Americans, Mexicans, 
lilipinos, Chinese, American Indians, and others have been made scapegoats 
b7 soc1et7 in general. Some of these groups have themselves used propa.-
gaDda about others, thus propagating the ml. 
10. Certain organizations and groups of illdividuals strive to propagate 
wholesome relations between people instead of harmful ones. 
11 • . :87 good intercu.l.tural relations is meant those contacts which stress 
intergroup understanding and. good will. To propagate auch teach11188, 
books, moVies, the radio, newspapers, lectures, and. personal contact are 
emplo7ed. 
12. Since we are forced to make decisions in the light of what we read and 
hear rather than in the light of personal experience, we need help in 
evaluating what we read and hear. Such help would be the scientific method 
of propaganda anal.Tsis. 
13. It is important that citizens of" a democracy should not req blilld.q 
upon i;he opinions of authorities. lfe must use methods of fact-finding, 
logical reasoning, and critical thinking. We should also make experiaents 
and series of observations concerning the things about which experts and 
authorities pass Ju~ent. 
14. The sensible thing to do about propaganda is to realize that it exists 
and watch for it. Until we have investigated both sides of a question, we 
should. su.spend Judgment. The fo:rmation of an opinion should follow the 
testing of the validi t)" of the facts inTOlved in the question. After this, 
an opinion ma7 be expressed. 
' 

14. Taba, Hilda and Van Til, Wm., Ed1 tors, Democratic Ruman Relations, 
17th Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies, 
Washington;. D. c.. '!he Council, 1945 
15. Vickery, Wm. and Cole, Stewart, Intercultural. Education in .American 
Schools, N.Y.: Harpers, 1943 
16. Wittke, Carl F., We Who &ilt America: The Saga of the Immigrant, 
B.Y.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940. 
10. 
11. 
'!BE UNIT A§SIGNMENT 
Introductory Activity 
Show the class a number of magazine pictures advertising soap, some 
endorsed by well known personalities, others claiming to be the most pop-
ular brands, and all ga.aranteeing beautiful complexions from daily use. 
By discmssion,. ga.ide the class thinking in the following directions: 
What authority is there behind these claims? 
Has sound evidence been used? 
What does each ad seek to do? 
Is advertising effective? ~t 
¥hat other means of advertising are used besides those in mag-
azines? 
Since the average person to<Ucy- is 11terall7 surrounded by' adver-
tising in various forms, how can he decide which product is really the 
beat! 
Take a magazine from the ~ppl7 on the table (each student); see 
if' 70u can find an article which is advertised more than once b7 different 
companies. Select the product which you would finally bey if you could and 
be prepared to tell us m you would bl:cy' tt; 
When the class has had gnff'icient time to make a selection of ads, 
the teacher may list on the board the factors which influenced the selec-
tion of the articles. These can culminate in the question: 
What is the purpose of' advertising? 
Is there ~ other term which can be used to imply the influen-
cing of opinions or the lj!reading of a certain belief or doctrine? 
What is a propagandist! 
Is advertising propaganda? 
12. 
In What other fields can propaganda be used to mold opinions? 
True statements about people as well as propaganda sometimes confuse 
our thinking. Do not write your names on these papers but feel free to 
answer as you honest17 think:. Later on, we shall disca.ss the statements. 
·I 
! 
I 
Test to Accompan,y the Introdnctor:r Act! vi ty 
If you believe the statement true, put ax in front of it. I£' 7011 
think it is false, write o. Do not write your name. 
1. All Scotchmen are stingy. 
2. _ Most of our labor troubles are caused by foreign-born 
a.g1 tat ora. 
). Refugees from Europe are taking the good jobs awa:r from 
native Americana. 
4. The Jews own the press, rad.io, and moVies. 
5. Negroes are an inferior lot. 
6. Conscientious objectors in time of war are 1yellow•; they're 
afraid to fight. 
7. Crime and gangsterism are cansed by Italians and other 
foreigners. 
8. Catholics can1 t be good citizens; they have sworn allegiance 
to a foreign ruler, the Pope. 
9· ~one who wants to work can alwqs get a job. 
10. All labor unions are run by Communists. 
11. All Negroes carry knives. 
12. All Jews try to "gyp" you. 
13. Catholics are running the State. 
14. All Jews are Communists. 
15. All Protestants hate Catholics. 
16. Japanese are all sly and cruel • 
.. 17. Mexicans sleep moat of the da:r· 
/ 
CORE ACTIVITIES 
1 1. How would you define propaganda? Is it good or bad'? Get as m8JJ1' definitions as you ean. 
8, 15, 19, 26 
2. In what wqs are we constantly surrounded by propaganda? 
2, 6, p.lSO, 9. 15, 19, 20 
3. What are some common propaganda devices? :Be prepared to illustrate 
these by advertisements, newspaper and magazine articles, or comments 
from radio programs. 
6, pp.lS0-151, 19, 20 
4. Can you think of a.ey other tools which the propagandist uses? 
19, 20 
5. One group of people SBJ"S, 11We can1 t believe ~thing we read in the 
papers. • Another group says, 11We read it i;n the newspapers, therefore 
14. 
it must be true. n With which group would you agree? Defend your opinion. 
9, 25, 26 
6. Propaganda affects our emotions. Could you give examples to show 
where this has been good for us? where it has harmed us? 
2, s. 7. 11, 12, 17, 18, 21 
7• When we SBJ" that propaganda stimulates people what do we mean? Does 
this encourage people to think clear]Jrt For what reason? 
20, 23, 25, 26 
8. Some propagandists have tried to divide Americans and make us sus-
picious of one another. Could you give any examples of this? Name 
several organizations whose purpose is to cause people to hate other 
people. 
s. 7. 17, 21, 23 
9. Considering our country as a whole, what partienlar minority groups of 
people have been hurt by harmfol propaganda? Let seTen minority groups 
in the United States be represeated b,y seven groups in our class. Decide 
which group you wish to represent and join that class group. Gather evi-
dence showing how your people have been harmed by propaganda and prejudice. 
Present these facts in whatever way the majority of the group so desire. 
1, 12, 23, 24, 25 
10. What is meant by scapegoating? Do you see any connection between this 
word and propaganda 1 
12 
11. Could y-ou present evidence to show that scapegoatiDg has caused 
suffering to millions of people? 
s. 7. 13, 16, 17, 23 
12. Is an,ything being done to prevent harmf'lll pro~da which hurts so 
man,y people? What would you Sllggest doing? What name has been applied 
to corrective work of this na~re? 
4, 10, 11, 22 
13. How can people be trained to recognize the tJPe of propaganda which 
seeks to divide Americans and canse them to hate one another? · 
8, 9. 10, 1.5. 19, 20, 22 
14. What should be the test of sound · evidence? Consider y-our answer in 
· terms of the little test which you took at the beginning of this work 
on propaganda. lxamine a fresh copy- from the files. 
9. 19, 26 
1.5. Should we strive to eliminate all forms of propaganda? What atti-
tude should we have toward it 1 
8, 19, 20, 26 
1.5. 
Optional Related Activities 
Select one or more which yon wonld like to do. If 
there are two parts to a subject which interests yon bll.t 
you wiSh to do only one part, feel free to do so. 
1. Collect advertisements which shov good symbols, such as 
Plymouth Rock, the American fiag, the cross of a church, a 
statue of Abraham Lincoln, etc. Show hov these are used to 
make readers feel emotionally pleased with the advertised pro-
duct. 
2. Illustrate by a series of drawings the propaganda tech-
niques, that is, name calling, 11band wagon", testimonial, 
1 card-stack1ng11 and emotional devices. 
3. Select five advertisements. State what y-ou would be ad-
mitting you believed if you were to ~ the advertised pro-
ducts. Test the statements made about the value of the pro-
ducts by placing them in f011r columns, headed TRUE UNTRUE 
PARTIALLY TRUE PARTIALLY FALSE 
4. A. Make a list of some of the organized groups in the 
United States under such classifications as: 
business men's organizations 
trade unions 
patriotic organizations 
civic organizations 
labor organizations 
youth organizations 
B. Sllow how these organizations use propaganda to make 
themselves lmown and to add to their membership roles. 
5. Write a paper or a dramatization on the mbject: What 
Freedom Means to American~· 
16. 
11 
II 
(Optional Related Activities) 
6. A. Make a collection of songs which have been used to take 
America into war singing and which hav:e also been used to keep 
up the morale during a war. Write the name of the song 'and, if 
possible, the words of the song, as well as the name and date 
of the war. 
~. Form a committee and present the above information in 
the form of a musical program. 
7• Write a paper, a dramatization, or prepare a booklet on 
any of these ~bjects: 
Whz Propa«anda Works ·and How Propaganda Works 
Propa«anda: How To Recognize It and Deal With It 
What Propaganda Is, How It Works, and How We May 
Protect Ourselves from Its HarmfUl Effects 
8. Which is more eloquent, the printed word or the mu.sic of 
' the human voice! Vhat bearing does your answer have upon 
propaganda? Give some · examples. 
Select a short bu.t famous speech. Read it to the class 
without any expression whatever. Reread it, making your voice 
as effective as possible. 
9· A. Find uamples of anotional words (freedom, securitY'. etc.) 
in the newspaper columns of featured writers S1lch as Dorothy 
1hompson, Westbrook Pegler, J.frs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Walter Winchell. 
Underline the words and paste the articles in a booklet. 
~. Make a study of these words. Look them up in the dic-
tionary and list the number of different meanings given for each. 
Check: the meaning which the author of the article used and write 
the author's in.i tials beside it. 
10. A. Make a list of words which are commonly used in the field 
of propaganda. OonStll t all the sources of propaganda for this, 
namely, newspapers, magazines, books, radio, moTies, conversation. 
B. With the help of one of your friends, use this list to 
build a cross word puzzle. 
(Optional Belated Activities) 
11. Look :tor cartoons in the newspaper which you think create 
propaganda about people or eTents. Prepare a talk to explain 
the cartoons. If you wish, use the stereopticon to show your 
pictures. 
12. A. Make a list of names and addresses of organizations 
which promote good intercultural relations in the United States. 
!f possible, tell what their individual contributions are. 
:a. Plan a visit to some organization whose headquarters 
are near, interview one of the staff members, and tell the class 
about your experience later. 
13. Pretend that you are a member of a minority group that has 
been made a scapegoat. Write two pages of your diary to show 
how propagandists have caused you suffering. 
14. A. Volunteer to be a member of a special bnlletin board 
or exhibit committee on the subject of propaganda. 
:a. Make a collection of pictures showing people who have 
been unfortunate targets :tor harmfUl propaganda. 
15. A. Pretend you are a big league baseball manager. You are 
particularly interested in securing the services of one of the 
finest pitchers you know. He is a Negro. Plan a campaign that 
will cause, not only the pitcher, but other Negroes, to be given 
a fair chance in the sports world. 
16. Develop one of the :following into a skit and with a group, 
plan to present it in the classroom or the assembly hall: 
A. A prominent business man bought a large piece of 
property during a real estate boom. A slump in the 
market left the property, which looked like a dead 
elephant, on his hands. Shew how he used propaganda 
to turn this unfavorable bu.siness enterprise into a 
profi'l;able one. 
18. 
(Optional Related Activities) 
:B. You have invented a gadget which will greatiy increase 
home comfort bu.t have been told that your bra.in.-ohild 
will never be accepted by the general public because it 
is impractical. You organize a firm and by use of propa-
ganda, make yourself successful. 
C. Your class has been informed that a Japanese-American 
boy plans to enroll in your school during the toll owing 
week. Class members, recalling the propaganda of war, 
decide that the boy will be made to leave as soon as 
their propaganda maehine against him can be bll.il t up and 
put into operation. Several members think differently, 
however, They decide to organize a propaganda campaign 
to turn favor in his direction. 'lhe bo3' arrives and the 
opposing teams go into action. Express your own opinion 
through the actions of the winning group. 
17. Prepare a class exhibit of 7our boat or plane models. :By 
a well planned talk, convince your listeners that your hobby 
brings more satisfaction than any other, and they would be 
Wise to adopt it for themselves. 
20 • . 
RJW>ING LIST FOR STUDENTS 
1 • .Americans .AJ.ll A Short History of .American Jews, Anti-Defamation Leagu.e 
100 LaSalle St. Chicago, Ill. 1944. Free 
2 • .Adamic, Louis, "Names•, Common Ground, 222 Fourth Ave. New York, 
Autumn, 1942 
3. Benedict, :Ruth and Wel tfish, Gene, The :Races of Manld.nd, Pn.blic Affairs 
. · Pamphlet, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y. 1943 
4. Beshoar, Barron, "When Goodwill is Organized", Common GrGnnd, Spring, 
1945 
5. Brown, Jarl, lihY Race Riots, Public Affairs PalllPhlet, 1944 
6. Brown and Roucek, One America, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1945 
7• Carlson, John Roy, Under Cover, New York: Da.tton, 1943 
8. Childs, H.L., An Introduction to Public Opinion, New York: Wiley and 
Sons, Inc. 1940 
9. Oivi1 Liberties Union of' Massachusetts, Are They Fooling Yout 
14 Beacon St., Boston, 1945 
10. Cousins, B. , "Fear and Propaganda", Sat. Review of Literature, 
May' 4, 1940 
11. Oa.nningham, Ruth and McCue, Louise, We the Children, Bureau for Inter-
cal tu.ral Education, 221 West 57th St., !lew York 
12. Gould, Kenneth, 'Dley Got · the Blame: The Story of Scapegoats in Riston 
Association Press, 347 Madison Ave.,N.Y. 1943 
13. Kimbee, G. Eleanor, "Restrictive Covenants•, Common Ground, Autumn,l945 
14. Lawson, Edward, 11The Right To Work", Common Ground, Spring, 1945 
1.5. Laird, C., "Sa.:f'f1c1ent unto the Day Is the Propaganda Thereof•, 
School and Society, June 29, 1940 
16. Lee, Alfred, Race Riots Aren 1t lfeceasarz, Pnblic Affairs Pamphlet, 
194.5 
17. Livingston, Sigmund, Must Men Hate, Harper and :Bros., 1944 
21. 
18. McWilliams, Carey-, What About Onr Japanese-Atpericans? Pa.blic Affairs 
Pamphlet, 1944 
19. Miller, Cl7de, •How TO Detect and Analy-ze Propaganda•, in Panorama, 
edited bT Harold Eaton, New York: Harcourt, 
:Brace and Co., 1940 
20. Miller, Cl7de, The Process of Persuasion, New York: Crowell, 1946 
21. ~, l'rank, 1 Race Bate• • Liberty, Jan. 6, 1945 
22. National Council for the Social Studies, Edncation Against Propa.ganda 
Seventh Yearbook, HarTard Uni Tersi ty, 1937 
23. Stegner, Wallace, and Editors of !Q.2t, One Nation, HOU8hton Mifflin 
Co. :Boston, 194.5 
24. Stewart, Maxwell, The Negro in .America, Pll.blic Affairs Pamphlet, 1944 
2.5. The Philadelphia Anti-Defamation Canncil and The American JewiSh 
Committee, To :Bigotry No Sanction, 
386 Fourth Ave. lfew York 
26. Thouless, Robert H., How To Think Straight: the Technique of 
ApplYing Logic Instead of !motion , 
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1939 
I· 
EV .ALUA!r!VE ACTIVITY 
Write the number of the statement before the word 
which 1 t de sari bes. 
Testimonial deTiae (5) 
The National Conference of 
Christians and Jews (8) 
PropSl;anda (1) 
Communist (10) 
Emotional words (3) 
Scapegoat (9) 
Name calling (2) 
~and wagon device (4) 
Intercultural relations (6) 
Chri stian Front (7) 
1. A method for spreading a 
certain opinion or belief 
2. Condemning a person w1 th-
out investigating the evidence 
3. Used to recall ideals which 
we love and vi sh to cherish 
4. Used to show that we like to 
follow others and do what they do 
5. Used to show that everyone is 
influenced by the opinions of 
people he admires · 
6. A stud1' of people, their like-
nesses and differences, their 
common sharing, and their place in 
American democracy 
?• An organization which belied 
its name and taught hate instead 
of understanding 
8 . An organization which seeks to 
spread friendship and understanding 
between people 
9· A person unjustly persecuted for 
troubles for which he was not re-
sponsible 
10. A term loosely used b,y a proP-
agandist to mean an undesirable 
person who is trying to ruin the 
country 
22. 
========~====================================-~=-=================F======== 
II 
I 
I 
23· 
EV ALU.A.TIVE .A.CTIVI TY 
Which of the propaganda devices - .emotional words, name calling, tes-
timonial, and band wagon - is used in each of the following? 
In some cases two devices are used. 
1. Mother, all the girls in f'47 crowd are going to take swimming 
lessons. 'Why can • t I take them? 
2. On election day, every true American will vote for Julius R. 
Crow, the people's choice. Don't throw ymu- vote aw93- east it for 
Crow, the man who' 11 win. 
3. Already more than 300,000 copies of A Smile a Day have been sold. 
From coast to coast it is a best seller. Get your copy today. 
4. When our forefathers drew up the Constitution they gnaranteed to 
every .American citizen the right of free speech. .A.s long as liberty 
holds aloft the torch of freedom in our land, fellow citizens, let us all · 1 
resist any attanpts to del21' to each individnal the sacred privilege granted I 
him by the founders of our great nation. I 
I 
5. Harry Harding, the state tennis champion, s93s, 11 Tastebest 
cigarettes stea~ my nerves before a game." To be a good tennis pl~er, 
you too Should smoke Tastebests. 
6. Larry Newton is an un-.American radical and a crackpot. Vote for 
that one hundred per cent .American~ Elmer Johnson, and ensure the blessings 1 
of liberty for yourself and your children. 
I 
7• Ou.r mayor has urged the abolishment of proportional representation. l1 
Therefore this method of electing officials is undesirable. 
8. llinety per cent of the workers in this industry have joined our 
union and new enrollments are coming in every ~. Join now and be with 
the crowd. 
9. Oar opponents haTe nominated James X. Vanderdyke, monopolist, cor-
poration leader, and friend of the moneyed classes. If he is elected, 
=-==*==ev=e=r=y=w=or=k=i=~==an=i=n=.Am=er=i=c=a=wi=l=l=b=e=a=s=l=a:=Y=e=of=c=a:=p=i=tsl=.==========Jit=l-=-===== 
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24. 
EV 4LUATIVE ACTIVITY 
After 70U have witnessed the movie Don1t l3e a Sucker lent to us 
by- !!he Na~aonal. Oonference of Christians and Jews, write a brief report, 
giTing 7our opinion of the picture. Xeep the following questions in 
mind for 70u may wish to incorporate the answers in 7our paper. 
1. What was 7our attitude toward the picture? 
a. Heart7 approval 
b. Approval 
c. Disappointment 
d. Neither approval nor disapproval 
e. Dissatisfaction 
2. Would 7011 change 81JY part of the picture? 
3. How effective was it in Showing the danger of 
subversive propaganda 1 
The Danger of Pre.1udiee 
"It is not eas7 to comprehend or to measure the 
spiritual bitterness of continuous moral and 
phTsical defeat.• 
William Christie MacLeod 
2,5. 
THE O:BJEO'l!IVES 
1. To know that prejudices are attitudes which distort 
the judgment of the prejudiced individual, causing him to 
act in W81'S that, according to social standards, are unde-
sirable, 1nacmtrate, illogical, and unreasonable. 
2. To understand that prejudice is an attitude in a 
closed mind which refuses to see the actual facts and to 
realize that such prejudgment makes · for disunity- and pre-
Tete amicable relationships, not only among the members 
of cmr .American family, ba.t among the people in the world 
of :nations. 
3. To discover the political, economic, and social pre-
judices vhieh prevent the existence of' tra.e .American dem-
ocraey and to learn not only the causes of such prejudices 
bu.t W81'8 to eliminate them, hoping thereby-, to raise the 
level of intelligent action among the citizens of tomorrow. 5l.:J 
---- ' 
'!ml DELIMITATION 
1. !lhe roots of prejudice are fOWld in fear and ignorance. 
2. Prejudice has existed for centuries as a deadly social 
disease. 
3. Prejudice is responsible for racial group tensions which 
are increasiDB daily. 
4. Environment is largely responsible for group prejudice. 
5. Prejudice breeds segregation of races and of religious and 
national groupe; democracy is opposed to segregation. 
6. Prejudice makes it impossible for a member of a minority 
group to rise above a definite level, financially, edncationally, 
or socially. 
7• Prononnced prejudice warps the personality, restricting the 
growth of kindness, justice, and brotherhood. 
8. Prejudice breeds poverty and 1111 teracy and serves as a 
stumbli:ag block in the development of an enlightened and pros-
perous democracy. 
9• Prejudice seeks to justify its existence by promoting scape-. 
goatism, an evil and cra.el method for gnil t-evasion. 
10. Prejudices which affect the well-bei:ag of minority groups 
in the United States also affect our repntation and relationships 
with other nations and weaken the case for democracy. 
11. Discrimination is the outward practice of prejudice. 
12. Prejudices are not to be contUsed With preferences. 
26. 
THE I:NTRODTOTORY ACTIVIT!' 
Once I was present in the home of some friends where lunch 
was being prepared. The sixteen-~ear-old son of the famil~ was 
in the kitchen ba.sil~ concocting a special dish of his own, while 
his mother arranged creamed eggs on toast for the rest of us. 
1 Do eggs make ~ou ill, George, 11 I asked, "or do ~ou aimpl~ 
dislike themt 1 
11Well, the~ never made me sick, 1 he replied, 1 and I don't 
know whether I dislike them or not. I never ate one. I just 
don't like the looks of them. 1 
... 
Perhaps there are some of ~ou who · would agree Vi th George. 
We all don't like the same things, of course. Here is a little 
quis to find ~our immediate reaction to words. Follow the direc-
tions on the paper. 
(Distri~te the ~iz which follows.) 
28. 
IN'fROlX1C'lORY Q.UIZ 
-W-- ------- ------------------- -- - - --- --11 
If a word creates a pleasant feeling within you, pnt a 
check in the first column. If you feel instant dislike, 
check the second column. A check in the third space means 
you neither like nor dislike it. D1 sregard the fourth column 
for the time being. 
ll-- -------- -r-- ----,----,-----+---------,----- ----- -- -
I Like it :Dislike 1 t Indifferent to it Ana • . 1. raw clams 
2. psychology 
:3· Mexicans 
4. Silver Shirts 
s. Catholics 
6. Xu Klux nan 
7· Negro 
a. minister 
9· Cancasian 
lO.rabbi 
' 
ll.kttmqnat Jam 
12.Shakespeare1s 
Titus 4ndroni.cus 
l).priest 
14.Jew 
lS.segregation 
16.Jim Crowism 
17.Protestant 
18.Ja.panese 
19. baby pandas 
20.stepmother 
PROCEJJJRE AFTER Q,UIZ 
When you have finished, write yes or !Q. in the answer column 
as I read the following questions: 
1. Did you ever eat raw clams? 
2. Have you ever studied psyehologt 
3. Did y011 ever know allY' Mexicans very well 't 
4. Do you know who the Silver Shirts are 't 
5. Are y01.1 a Catholic? 
6. Do you know the purpose of the Ifu nux nan't 
7. Are 7011 a Negro? 
6. Do you know any- ministers? 
9· Are you a member of the Caucasian race? 
10. Do 7ou know any rabbis? 
11. Have 70u ever eaten kumquat jam? 
12. Have y-ou ever read Titus .Andronicus? 
1). Do you know ~ priests? 
14. Are y-ou a Jew? 
15. Do you realize what segregation means? 
16. Do you know the meaning of Jim Crowism? 
17. Are you a Protestant? 
18. Have y-ou ever known any Japanese personally? 
29· 
19. Have you seen pictures of baby pandas or real ones in a zoo? 
! s there 8D7 connection between ,-au.r answers in the fourth column and 
y-our immediate reactions to the words? What does this prove? (We tend 
to like that which is well known or attractive and of which we mq be a 
part. We tend to dislike that which is strange, ugly-, alien, or outside 
our own group. Ollr judgment is colored by the amOUDt of close knowledge 
I 
II 
I =-==~=-==~==-=-==-~===============-=-=-=---~---=========================*======== 
which the term recalls.) 
Is there any word to describe this abilitY" of ours to make up 
our minds before knowing the facts in the case? Let us develOp it 
still further by doing some individual studying about this matter 
of prejudice. 
'==-==~----= 
I 
I 
COllE ACTIVITIES 
1. What does the term pre.ludiqe imply? 
l, 3, 5, 10, 1?, 30 
2. Are pronounced prejudices damaging to the character of the person who 
possesses them? 
3, 8, 10, 12, 16, 19 
3. What kinds of prejudices are there? Where did they come from? Oa.t-
line your data. 
6, 8, 17, 22, 25, 29 
4. It has been said: 1Each man's liberty extends up to where the other 
man1 s liberty begins.• Does this imply that a person has a right to his 
own prejudiced 
8, 10, 11, 15, 25 
5. All people are prejudiced to a certain degree. Do you think the 
amount of education which a person has affects the extent of his prejudices? 
l, 5, 13, 17, 27 
6. Has preJudice aD1' effect upon the wealth of a nation? Investigate 
this carefully. 
8, 10, 12, 17, 22, 23, 27, 29 
? • Do economic conditions affect intelligence? Do they af'feci the de-
gree of expressed prejudice? 
2, 4, 12, 17, 22, 23. 26 
8. Is there arq connection between the size of a peOple, the shape of 
their heads, and their development of intelligence? 
2, 4, 1?, 20 
9· Oou.ld the blood of a Negro save the life of a white man who needed a 
blood transfusion? Will the white person develOp 8JlY of the "character-
istics• of the Negro? 
2, 4, .20 
10. If you were told that you were a distant blood relation to every race 
on earth, could you defend the statement or prove it false? 
2, 4, 28 
11. Lillian Smith s~s that few white Southerners have f!Ver heard an edu-
cated Negro speak a word. Yet there are 55,000 Negro college graduates 
in this country. Could you make a.ey suggestions concerning this s1 tuation? 
6, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21, 29 


!lngsblood Rora1 - Sinclair Lewis 
Freedom Road - Howard: ·Fast 
The Darker Brother - Bucklin Moon 
34. 
8. With six other classmates and yourself hold a panel disenssion based 
upon the sta.tu.s of minority groups in the United States today. Tey' to 
pretend that you are a member of the group you represent. One Nation b,-
Stegn.er and the editors of Look will afford some helpfUl material. See 
also "Prejudice, Poverty and Zoot Suits" from 'lhis Wa,y to U!iitr edited by 
Herrick and ASkwith. 
9. Collect some worthwhile quotations which indicate the evils o:f' pre-
judice. 'lhese m~ be arranged in booklet form or prepared as illuminated 
texts. 
10. Louis Adamic has stated that there are about 800 societies and move-
ments in the United States whose purpose is to spread prejudice. ~ to 
do a little research on this matter and list the names of ~ch societies. 
11. Prepare another chart listing the names of organizations or societies 
which seek to combat prejudice. In some form or another (pictorial or 
otherwise) indicate the methods which are being employed to accomplish 
good resalts. 
12. Write a paper on the subject: Some Practical Suggestions for Over-
coming Religious Prejudices. 
1:3. !J!here is an interesting cartoon by Reinhardt on page 27 in '!he Races 
o:f' Menk1 nd. entitled "Freedom from Fear !rings Freedom from Prejudice". 
a. Tey to interpret the cartoon in the form of a jingle set 
to a well known tune - or write a tune ·of your own. 
b. Copy the cartoon on large sized cardboard and use 1 t for a 
classroom or bulletin poster. 
14. Walter Van Xirk has written ten challenging statements called the 
"Ten Commandments of Good Will". 
a. Make an oral report on the value of such a pledge. 
b. Copy the list in the form of a poster for display- purposes. 
1.5. lbring the past few years various anti-prejudice organizations have 
spent a great deal of money t!71ng to show people the truth about pre-
judices. Jorm a committee which will collect evidence of the varions 
mediums used for such p11rpose, su.ch as billboards, otreet car ads, radio 
talks, and plqs, books, and other forms of printed material. Then conduct 
a symposium on the su.bjectt Does the Mone7 and Effort Spent in Combating 
Prejudice in Such Wqs Have Any Real Effect upon Society? Snggest other 
methods. 
16. Write an imagina.r7 story to show what 7our att1 tude would be if the 
ugly form of prejudice reared itself in your family. Your 11 ttle brother 
comes home crying and forlorn because, while plqing, he has been · called 
a ----- and learns for the first time that his religion - or color - or 
national descent make• him 11different 1 from hie companions. 
17. Present either as a classroom reading or a finiShed prodnetion 
Dorothy Clarke Wilson's plq entitled, "We Call It Freedom". 
:36. 
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EVALUATIVE ACTIVITY 
F. 1. All Peoples with colored Skins are Negroes. 
T. 2. Eegroes are interested, first of all, in equalit~ of jobs and 
pq, and secondly in their rights as American citizens. 
F. 3. Prejudice can be overcome by admitting that it exists. 
T. 4. Political and social prejudice creates higher taxes. 
F. S •. Members of the white race are more intelligent than those of 
the colored races. 
:38. 
F. 6. ~e size of the brain indicates whether a person is intelligent 
or not. 
T. 7• All human blood is the same, although there are four different 
types. 
T. 8. Jmericans believe that all men are created equal but they do not 
practice what the~ believe. 
T. 9• Less than five per cent of the popu.lation of America is Jewish. 
F. 10. Jews own more than five per cent of the national wealth. 
T. 11. Ivery race on earth is distantly related to other races. 
F. 12. Prejudice is not a social disease. 
F. 13. If kept to oneself and not acted out, prejudice does no harm. 
T. 14. It is natural for people who are afraid of others to be preju-
diced against them. 
F. 15. Jews belong to a secret organization and plan to control the 
world. 
F. 16. To avoid the creation of prejudice and discrimination against 
them, members of minority groups should live apart from other people 
and learn not to give offense. 
T. 17. Members of the non-white races are not anxious to marry white 
people. 

EVALUATIVE ACTIVITY 
Essay tlpe test 
Do you now feel, or did you feel at the beginning of 
this '11111 t of work, any :prejudice of your own against a:tJ¥ 
particular group? Analyze this attitnde and ask yourself 
whether it was caused by" an experience of your own, by that 
of your parent s, or by the attitude of the community. In 
the light of all the eVidence which has been brought to 
bear upon prejudice, what action do you honestly propose to 
foll ow in your own ease? 
40. 
StereotYpes - Real or Unreal 
1Demoeracy, like peace, is indivisible. We cannot 
enjoy it ourselves unless we secare its blessings to 
everyone else.• 
Carey McWilliams 
'mE O:BJEOTIVES 
1. To disproTe the fallacy of the belief that people usually 
conform to one set pattern which goTerns their appearance and actions 
and to show that inherently people are much alike, differences being 
largely the result of environmental and economic factors. 
2. To discover the source of the stereotype and to gnard 
against promoting its growth. 
:3. To discover the falseness of the conception of a "typical 
American• and to replace it with the broader vision of the composite 
American. 
41. 
4. !o learn the dangers of stereotyping: frustration, bitterness, 
unhappiness, hate, violence. 
5. To develop a sense of thoughtfulness, consideration, and 
understanding of all peoples, regardless of race, creed, nationality, or 
economic status. 
42. 
THE lll!lLIMI'l'ATION 
1. Ste~eotypes are false mental pictares of people. 
2. Stereotypes are elaborations of a germ of truth. 
). Stereotypes, the distorted pictures-in-the-head, are developed 
in early Childhood. 
4. Stereotypes are unconsciously and casa.ally picked up from our 
surrounding cu1 ture. 
s. Stereotypes are created through 11 terature, d.rama, msic, art, 
and questionable bnmor. 
6. StereotJPes are dangerous when they come between us and reality 
and distort the truth. 
7• 'l'b.inld.ng of people in terms of stereotJPes indicates limited ex-
periences. 
8. Stereotypes encourage the practice of generalizing, a type of 
unsound thinking. 
9· Stereotypes frequently canse or perpetuate prejudice with its 
reSill. tant evils. 
10. Stereotypes are studied by semanticists who try to discover the 
roots of words and their affect upon human nature. 
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY 
In a certain school plans had been made to have an e::z:hi bi tion of 
posters Sllggesting better understandings among people. '!he students 
selected their own artistic themes and worked independently until their 
work was almost completed. then they sought teacher criticism. A partic-
ular boy who had labored very earnestly over his poster, finally brought 
it up for inspection. It was entitled "Americans All" and-showed three 
children companionably together on a log. One child was fair skinned, 
w1 th blonde hair and blue eyes; another had dark cmrly hair and a rather 
large hooked nose; the third had very brown skin. the kinky hair had 
several ribbon bows fastened to it, and in his hand the Child held a 
large slice of watermelon. How would you have interpreted his meaning if 
you had been the teacher. 
That boy had certain pictures in his head which motivated his artis-
tic effort. Perhaps you would have drawn the children in the same way. 
Do you think that all of us are apt to hold impressions about people in 
similar fashion? 
I am not going to ask you to draw pictures because all of us are not 
skilled enough to do that bnt I am going to name different groups of 
people and ask you to describe them in words as if you were planning to 
write a story using these people as characters. 
Under each name write three adjectives which you feel are typical of 
sach people. Here is the list: 
Mexican 
Dutchman 
German 
Scandinavian 
Frenchman 
lnglishman 
Russian 
American 
Jew 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Chinese 
Japanese 
Negro 
Italian 
Indian 
44. 
After the papers have been collected, the teacher shoa.l.d prepare a 
chart showing three main columns labeled individually: 
Marked Differences in Nationalities 
Marked Differences in Religions 
Marked Differences in Races 
Under each, write the grou.p names across the chart. List the stu-
dents' descriptions in the proper column. When dnplications occnr, make 
a separate notation and put the final number of similarities beside the 
word listed. 
Remind the students that when they wrote their descriptions the.y 
were writing about three groups: nationalities, religions, end races. Ask 
them to write these t1 tles and list under each the name of the particm.lar 
group being identified as the descriptions are read aloud. 
Compare the resul. ts. (Previous experience shows that no two answers 
agree.) Let the students decide for themselves the fallacy of trying to 
make ~group of people fit a fixed pattern. 
See if the name given to ~ thing which traditionally follows a set 
pattern is known to the group. If not, give them the name, stereotne. 
Since stereotyped ideas of people were responsible for m~ of the 
answers listed in the descriptions' ~iz, launch this question: 
From what sources are stereot7Pes formed? 
Place it as a topic on the board and draw from the group the 
following sources which influence the thinking of the average public: 
1. books 
2. magazines 
J. radio 
4. theater 
5. movies 
6. advertising 
7• greeting cards 
8. jokes 
9. ornaments or decorations (lapel pins, textile 
prints) 
Rave the stndents copy the list on their core activities• Sheet so 
that it ~ be ready for fUture investigation. 
CORll ACTIVITIES 
1. Are stereotypes characteristic of a democracy? Do they canse ~ 
actual harm t 
6, 7. 9, 11, 12, p.l5 
46. 
2. How do people commonly react when their appearance, clothes, or 
Ctlstoms are held up to ridiea.let Did you ever have such an experience? 
Were you ever afraid that you would? 
3. Individual differences do occur bu.t by and large, men and women, boys 
and girls are embarrassed if they have to appear contimously ill pa.blic 
while wearing clothes that are out of style. Why? Does this fact throw 
a.ey light on the problem of stereotyping people? 
4. hom composite knowledge which you have acCWIIUl.ated, how would you 
pieture the persons associated with the following objeets or occu.pations: 
ls.undry shop 
a policeman 
pawnshop 
a teacher 
a fruit Tendor 
the family cook in a school play-
a cobbler 
Are there ~ discrepancies about your pictnrizations? Have you seen 
any movies lately in which the characterizations of such people were 
markedly different from the old stereotyped pattern? 
3, 8 
5· What is meant by the term •caricatnrizing people"? Look for some 
examples of caricaturizing in magazine or newspaper cartoons. Should such 
caricatares be placed in the same category with stereotypes? Explain your 
reasoning. 
3, 4, 7 
6. Some p eople object strenuously to the wa:y in which the end men of a 
minstrel show are made up. Whether you agree with them or not, do some 
investigating on this point and then write five reasons to show why these 
people object. See if you can discover the origin of minstrel Shows. How 
did the present-~v make-up of end-men originate? Consult: 
Life on a Mediaeval ::Baron.y by Wm. Davis (Harpers - 1923)pp.l32-139 
The MacMillan Encyclopedia of Music and MUsicians p.ll89 
Lincoln Library 
The .Americana 
Encyclopaedia :Britannica 
47. 
7. Almost every group or class of people has been stereot:rped at one 
time or another. Wha.t particular groups are being victimized today! 
Are the determining factors economic, religious, social, or political! · 
11, 13 
8. How did Hitler use stereotyping to enable him to destroy thousands 
of unfortunate people in Germa.ey! What valuable information can be 
gained from this whiCh could be applied to post-war conditions in our 
own country! 
1. 9, 11, 12 
9. It is said that stereotypes can be used as weapons to discount other 
peoples' rights and needs and to enhance our own sense of importance. If 
you think this is possible, explain how it could be done: in the field of 
bnsiness; of education; of social relationships. 
6, 9, 11, 12 
10. In a diseassion on stereotzpes the word "generalizations• is fre-
quently used. Compare the meanings of the two words and decide whether 
or not they are syno~ous. 
1, 2, 3, 1 
11. Commonly we hear the expression, "He 1 s a typical American." When we 
use it, do we give it the same connotation as that given by the European 
or an Asiatict Would this make any difference to you if' you were travel-
ing in a foreign countr,rt 
1, 2, s. 10 
12. Herrick and Ha,yakawa have wr1 tten a very informative article called 
"Sticks and Stones and Semantics" which can be found in This Way to Uni t:r 
by Herrick and Askwi th. Read 1 t and make note: 1. of the effect the 
article had upon you, 2. llf new words to enrich your vocabll.lar,r, 3. of 
new facts which you learned by the reading. 
1 
I 
I 
·-I 
48. 
OPTIONAL RELATED AOTIVI TIES 
1. Plan and execro.te a minstrel show in which there are no colored end-
men. Let the end-men dress in :f."u.nn.y costumes and have on odd make-up 
without refiecting unfavorably on the appearance of aJl1' partiea.lar group. 
2. Using the nine scmrces from which stereotypes are formed as topics, 
divide yourselves into nine committees each bent on investigating one 
topic. Show how harm is created by attribnting unWholesome and unfavor-
able qualities and characteristics to particular groups of people. The 
results of your researeh would make an interesting exhibit, chart, or 
class book. You might like to present your findings in the form of a 
panel discussion assembly. 
J. Make a list of common words or expressions which well-meaning people 
someti!lles use, but which indicate an unpleasant trait or unfortunate 
position of certain individnals. 
Teacher aidt 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7· 
a. 
9· 
10. 
Indian giver 
not a Chinaman's chance 
Don1 t be Scotch 
nigger heaven 
He's a Shylock 
She tried to jew me down 
nigger in the woodpile 
you act like a wild Indian 
Get your Irish up 
"yellow" dog 
4. Form a committee to use the nemes of the famous .Americans given as 
question 12, p.424 in 'Dlis Way to Unity and based on the article "Sticks 
and Stones and Semantics•. Prepare a chart or booklet containing pictures 
of these personalities if possible or a short statement about the special 
field of achievement for each one. 'lbe last part of question 12 regarding 
the validity of the stereotype pattern may be reworded as a title for your 
efforts. 
5. Present the play Look :Beyond the Label by' Irene Jaworski as a reading 
in class or in the form of a finiShed production for either classroom or 
assembly hall. 
49. 
6. Form a visual aids committee which can arrange a classroom showing of 
the film s~rip Meet Your Nei@lbo:t:,s and We 1re All Brothers from Visual Aids 
Dept., 1 Joy St. , Boston. Rental fee- 25¢. 
After the showing eonduet a panel discussion in which the committee mem-
bers or students appointed by them are the participants. 
7• Qnestion 17, p.425 in This Wal to Upity starts off with this statement: 
1 Snppose a friend of yours were telling you about his classmates, none of 
whom you had ever seen, and made such remarks as: t Ted is a Norwegian t • 
'Joe is a Negro', 1Mary is a Catholic', and 'Morty is Jewish' • 11 What 
faots would you know about them't Mimeograph copies of the little test 
~ested, give the test to your class, and be prepared to lead the dis-
cussion which will follow. 
8. See if you can write a story, a poem, or a play which will serve to 
illustrate the harmful effect of the use of stereotypes. 
1. 
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EV.AIDATIVE ACTIVITY 
'f. 1. Usually stereotypes are not learned or tmgbt consciously. 
F. 2. ~ey are acquired more readily when young people first go to work 
or colleg~ than at any other time. 
T. 3. Pictures-in-the-head are used as sources of information to explain 
what a whole group of people are like. 
F.. 4. It is a safe rule which says: "Do judge individuals in terms of 
generali~ationst don • t judge them as individuals. 11 
T. S· In earlier and s1mpler d.qa racial classifications in the United 
States ma1 have had a certain usefUlness, to indicate not only race, 
ba. t geographical origin, langa.age and ct1l tu.re. 
T. 6. Some Negroes have blond ·hair and. blue eyes. 
F. 7• .All Jews have a common racial origin;. 
F. 8. ~e average person finds it impossible to let his responses be 
dictated by a name in advance of the facts. 
T. 9· One reason why racial, religious, and national names are able to 
affect us so strongly may be found in our tendency to make sweeping 
generalizations. 
F. 10. If we permit stereotypes to determine our evaluations of people, 
we are oDly being unfair to them, not to ourselves. 
T. 11. ~e semanticist says, 11\fords and whatever words may suggest are 
not the things they stand for. • 
T. 12. It wcrt1ld be just as reasonable to call everyone w1 th a small pro-
portion of white blood 11white 11 as it is to call everyone with a small 
proportion of Negro blood 11Begro1 • 
T. 13. Stereotypes often contain some element of truth. 
F. 14. When the real facts about people are presented, intelligent 
people can easily see that the false impressions they had were 
stereot7Pea. 
F. 15. Moat people can readily recall when and how they acquired their 
own individual stereotypes. 
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"1. 16. 'lhe wisest wrq to combat stereot7Ped concepts is to ban the par-
ticular books and magazines which present false impressions. 
"1. 17. 'lhinld.ng of people in terms of stereot7Pes is more harmful during 
a war than during a post war period. 
T. 18. StereotYPes frequently lie at the roots of !ll8llT of our prejudices. 
!. i9. Cartoon caricatures are to the eye what stereot7Pes are to the 
mind. 
T. 20. WRen people depend upon stereotypes the~ s«Ve time b,y making it 
unnecessary to keep reexamining their generalizations about people. 
F. 21. Thomas Dixon's '!he Birth of a Nation vas historically sound and 
free of dama&ing stereotypes. 
F. 22. Teachers of English are uncomfortable people to have in one's 
household. 
F.. 23. Reading the real facts about people is only vicarious knowlel!ge. 
It is necessary to talk w1 th the people involved in order to know the 
real truth. 
F. 24. People who do not believe in God are Communists. 
T. 25. One man sqs that all people are :fUndamentally alike; another man 
says that people are different one from another. 'lhey disagree, yet 
they are both right. 
EVALU.A.Tivlc ACTIVITY 
Condllct a poll of the entire student body to see what effect 
7011r minstrel show - or yaa.r pl~ - had upon ind.i vidual students. 
Prepare onl7 a few simple questions for the poll, and then evaluate 
the answers later in a group discussion• See if the results indicate 
a need for more or less education on the subject of stereotypes. 
The Riches of Oar Common Heri ta.ge 
Dedication on Iwo Jima 
• Somewhere in this plot of ground there ma,y lie the man who 
could have discovered the 011re for cancer. Under one of these Christian 
crosses or beneath a Jewish Star of David, there mq rest a man who was 
destined to be a great prophet • • • 
1 Now the7 lie here silently in this sacred soil, and we gather 
to consecrate this earth in their memory • • • 
" Here lie officers and men. Negroes and white, rich men and 
poor • • • Here are Protestants, Catholics, and Jews • • • Here no man 
prefers another because of his color. Here there are no quotas of how 
ma.D1' from each group are admitted or allowed. Theirs is the highest and 
purest democrac7. 
11 ~ man among us the living who ••• lifts his hand in hate 
against a brother or thinks himself ~perior to those who happen to be 
in the minorit7, makes of this ceremony and of the bloody sacrifice it 
commemorates, an empt7, hollow mockery. " 
Chaplain Boland :B. Gi ttelsohn 
on the occasion of the 
dedication of the Fifth 
Marine Oemeter7. 
TH~ OBJECTIVES 
1. To broaden concepts, eliminating from a student 1 s thinking ideas 
of racial or ca.l tu.rel superiority- and developing w1 thin hilr respect for 
each individual, with increasing knowledge that culture grcmps of diverse 
patterns contribute to the improvement of life in our United States and 
the world at large. 
2. To help students who seem to be different from others by virtue 
of their culture pattern, to reillize that the democratic way of living 
impli es neighborliness which mq produce not only minor frictions but also 
major benefits to all groups concerned. 
3. To show that through eul tural interchange life is stimulated by-
new strengths and greater progress. 
4. To arouse the desire to preserve C11l tural differences so that 
various and colorfUl customs mq add enrichment and flavor to the unique-
ness of American life. 
s. To stress the fact that it is possible to have a diversity of 
faith, customs, and talents within a unity which disparages the myth of 
the 11 typicel .American" but encourages the growth of the .American ideals in 
which all citizens unite to solve national and international problems. 
6. To develop understandings of, and appreciations for others, 
their weaknesses as well as their contributions. 
THE mlLIMIT.ATION 
. ,, 
'!'-. .,_(. \. 
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1. ~e only tme -ttd&i:m is the .American Indian; the rest are either 
immigrants or the descendants of immigrants from all corners of 
the globe. 
2. All the various racial, religious, and national groups within 
the United States have paid their admission to the country through 
their varied contributions. 
3. NO one particular race or nationality has contributed most to 
the greatness of America. 
4. Differences through. national, racial, and religious heritage 
have enriched our country and stimulated the growth of new ideas 
and greater strengths. 
5. If people of one cultural group realize the aims, values, and 
purposes of another group, plus the fact that the:r hold some things 
in common, appreciation develops. 
6. We should not lose sight of the fact that differences in custom 
add color to American lifet that differences of opinion develop 
reasoning; but that loyalt:r to democracy is necessary for a united 
America. 
7• It is necessar:r to find means and wqs for bridging the gaps 
between differences if we are to have unity in America. 
8. Unity, not complete uniformity is the aim of demoerac:r• 
9. Acculturation resu.l ts when two cu1 tures come into direct contact. 
10. Respect for differences is a characteristic of a real democracy. 
11. ~e concept of Americanism is the concept of brotherhood which 
disregards race, religion, or national origin. 
II 
II 
Introdnctor,r Reading 
When the Aliens Left 
We were talking the other dq to a resident of our town, an American 
citb:en who haJ)pened to have been born in Italy, a hard-working ~ laborer 
in a :Bridgeport mu.ni tiona plant. 
He had two sons in the A:rmy and another slated for service. !1..8D.Y' of 
his friends and neighbors, also Italian Americans, are in defense work and 
have sons in the J.rmy. Some of the fathers, through accident or negli-
gence, have failed to become naturalized. Yet they are giTing to ou.r war 
effort their sons and their sinews. 
Despite all this, he said sadly, ·they are still lumped as aliens, ev-en 
as 1undesirable foreigners," by certain strident Yankee patriots. He was 
especially bitter about certain Congressmen and certain newspaper columnists 
who have been fulminating about 1America for the American-born" ••• 
That night we had a dream. 
We dreamed that a newspaper columnist (whom we shall call George 
I 
Spelvin, Sr.) rubbed his magic lamp and the genie appeared and the genie 
said: "What is thy will, mastert 1 
And Spelvin answered: · 11It is my will that straightw~ all the aliens 
in America be exiled to some distant and inhospitable spot and there do 
sufferance for their sins.• 
And the genie said: 11Trul.y I can grant thy wish, master, ba.t there is 
a law in my land which says that whosoever is sent into exile shall be 
allowed to take with him whatever he created b.v his own efforts. This is, 
I think, a Just law, and if you abide by it, I can grant your desire." 
And SpelVin said: 11 Indeed, your law is quite Just. Let the aliens be 
deported, and let them take w1 th them what they have created, for surely 
they have fashioned nothing bu.t dissent and plots and labor racketeering 
and radical heresies and sins and sabotage. And to these they are welcome." 
And the geni& said: "So be it, master." And he uttered a few words of 
strange power and a miracle happened. 
It followed on that very instant that a vast fleet of barges and boats 
was fashioned, and into them, millions upon millions, flocked the aliens, 
s.nd they took w1 th them what they had created in America. 
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I 
!!hey took the highwqs hewn cm.t of the wilderness by Sicilians and 
Slavs, and great rafts of lumber felled in the forests by the IriSh, the 
Swedes, the Norwegians, and ma.ey millions of square miles of earth made 
fertile by ·the Gel'ID8.ns, the Swiss, the Danes, and the Da.tch, and billions 
of garments WOTen by the Jews, and mountaincm.s masses of eoal dug from the 
pits by the Italians and Finns and Poles, and whole ei ties of skyscrapers 
I 
and subwqs and railroads and mills and marts wrought by the sinews of maB.7 
aliens from the four quarters of the world when the call went out that 
America needed immigrants to make America great. 
And they took with them also their alien eul ture, their music and 
their songs, their langaages and their literatnre, their books and !ibles, 
1 their cookery, their piety and their passions, their ideals and philosoPh7 
and folk dances and fun, which have been woven into the rich and mu.lti-
eolored fabric of America. 
I 
,, 
And a great want followed, and a great and strange silence. 
And in that silence there was naught to be heard save the frightened 
whimpering of George Spelvin, Sr., who gazed oTer the barren landscape 
robbed of highwqs and railroads and forests and cities and fertile farms. 
And Spelv1n cried: 1Geniel Genie! n 
Bu.t there was no answer, for the genie, an alien, was on one of the 
deportation boats to !agdad. 
And after that there was nothing, and the ·night. 
Ernest L. Meyer 
Al!'Tli:R 1HIS RIADING USE THE l!M!ROIRJOTORY qtJIZ ON THlll DXT PAGE. 
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llrl'BOIUCTORY Q.UI Z 
There are thousands of people in our country todq who 
would agree w1 th George Spelvin, Senior, that all aliens with 
their foreign w~s Should be deported. "America for · Americans" 
is their watChword. 
If we and our forefathers had sent the folloWing individuals 
with their achievements back where the:r or their parents or grand-
parents come from, 1,-here would the:r have ~net I Aliens or descendants Special Oontribution Connt17 or 
of aliens o~·,field of endeavor general location or 
probable racial or re-
' ligious homeland 
~Lenis Bralldeia Andrew Carnegie 
Irving :Berlin 
George W. Carver 
Malvina Hoffman 
I Joe Louis 
I Joseph Pu.lit zer 
Angelo Patri I 
Marian Anderson 
Daniel Gttggenheim 
Engeue 011'eill 
Paul Dmbar 
Kirsten Thorborg 
Willism Saro7an 
Jose Iturbi 
Paul Robeson 
Dimitri Mitropolous 
I Franklin Roosevelt Victor Herbert 
Fritz Kreisler ! 
Lil:r Pons 
Sarah :Bernhardt 
Joe DiMaggio I 
Felix FrankfUrter I I 
Jascha Heifetz I :Bing Crosb:r 
IWt:e Bl.lington I i 
Charles R. Drew 
I BolandHqs Henry Ford 
Franklin P. Adams 
David Sarnof 
Paul Mu.ni 
.A1 bert Einstein 
:Bela Schick 
Hendrick: Van Loon 
Ferdinand Pecora 
Igor Sikorsky 
Robert Wagner 
sa. 
(After the Introdnctory ~iz) 
kch student m91' correct his own paper as the answers are given. 
Credit one point for a correct answer in either column. 
Comment on the fact that only forty names were selected from 
those of millions of well known Americans. What obvious conclusions can 
be drawn? 
What changes a person from an alien into an American? Is he then 
allowed to call himself an American or must he contime to be known by his 
former nationelity? Has he aey fewer privileges then a natural-born .Amer-
icanl Of what national! ty are his childrenT Some persone continue to 
refer to second and third generations of certain groups of people by the 
national! ty of their grandparents or great grandparents. Others are called 
11Jews 11 no matter how long their aneestors have been here. 
An import ant issue is raised in these questions and comments. 
What is an 11.American" SD1Wq? Is it merely a title which some citizens 
are allowed to use and other denied? 
Let us see if we can clarify our thinking and come to a few 
defi nite decisions at least, after we have seen a film called "Americans 
All 1 and heard one of the recordings from the 1.Alner1cans All - Immigrants 
.All 11 series. 
Discussion periods, motivated by student comments, criticisms, 
and questions should follow the film and recording. It mq seem vise to 
have the comments written and then read them one at a time, allowing a 
I free discussion between each. If there is confusion as to meaning or 
marked differences of opinion on several points, a second showing of the 
film or plqing of the record might be advi~Jable • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FilM - ".Americans All• 16 min. sound, March of Time 
369 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 
BEOOBDING - •.Americans .&11 - Immigrants All" 30 min. 
Office of Edncation 
Washington 19, D. c. 
24 recordings in series. Mnst be 'boulJlt. 
Use unm'ber F 124 GRAND FINALm (see page in bibliography for description.) 
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OO.BE ACTIVITIES 
1. How far should we go in 't%7ing to make one goup called. "Americans• 
1 out of the va:ricm.s national, racial, and religious groups which make up our 
citizenry! 
3. 5. 6, 7. 11, 14 
2. Do enslaved people have a tendency to be inferior to those who 
hold them captive! Has there been 8.liY' change in the status of the slave 
from the earliest times down to the present? (:Before t%71ng to answer this, 
make a brief survey of the various national, racial, or ethnic goups who 
have experienced slavery.) What effect has. this had upon the attitude of 
society in the past toward the enslaved or those who had once been in S'llch 
a state! What is the modern attitude! 
11, 14, 15 and Abraham Lincoln' s ":Boomerang 
Reasoning1 from 'lhis Wa.y to Uni tz 
3. In the North, children who are not white are granted all the edu-
cational and most social privileges of white children. Upon graduation 
from higb school, however, they find themselves restricted both in the 
choice of college and in the type of work they- may wish to enter. What 
reasons are offered for the Justifications of these restrictions? Compare 
this situation with the principles of democracy. Sllggeet a solution for 
the problem. 
12, 14, 17 
4. KanT people try to cover up their backgrounds. 'lhey change their 
names and their customs, try to avoid admitting their religion, race, 
nationality, or former economic status. They act aShamed. ~est some 
reasons they might offer in self-justification. 
Read "Julia Is Educated" in This 'lfq to Unity and 
consider your own reactions to the qnestions 
found on pP• 385-386. 
~e last sentence in question two asks, "Why didn't :Bill McLean 
have the same problem, even thou~ his father was an immigrant? What false 
generalization of the term "American" has been developed bec~se of this 
attitude? 
11, 16, 20 and Louis Adamic• s "PlYJDcm.th Rock 
and Ellis Island" from This Wei ·t ·o Utlit,y 
5. A high school girl of Italian extraction who was a member of the 
home economics department said to her teacher one dq, "Whenever yaa. show 
us how to plan meals or how to cook certain foods, you alw~s use American 
menus and American w~s of cooking. Why can1 t we learn how to make a good 
pizza pie occasionally-?" ~e teaCher had never tasted pizza and thonght 
1 t was a dessertl What plan of action would you have taken if y-ou were 
that teaoherl Your own reasoning, plus 5, 6 
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6. Some young people of high school and college age seem wholly- in-
different about important issues which affect the welfare of others . Un-
less cond.i tions are such that directly affect them, they are unint erest ed 
in social problems, be they of a local, national, or international order. 
Other 7~ people are actively concerned with social progress. T.h~ feel 
that if the world is to be a bet t er place in Which to live, they are qnite 
old enough to start sharing in the process of improvement. Still others 
are simply passive. They s~.. 1When we are old and don't expect to have 
fun any more, we'll settle down and d.o our share. Until then, let the old 
people run things." With which group do you belong? Read the 1Letter to 
Mr. X" in '!his Wa.y to Unity and then think over these questions: Into 
which category would you place the five boys? What values would you attach 
to their efforts? How do y-ou think you would have reacted to the letter if 
you were Mr. X? 
7• Several student s in a certain school had expressed open dis-
approval of Filipinos, none of whom thq had ever met but only heard about. 
The students claimed Filipinos were dirty, lazy, shiftless, and dishones t . 
The teacher invited a young Filipino college girl whom she knew well to 
come to the school to meet the students. They talked to her freely and 
later made these comments: "We had no idea Filipinos could be so charming 
and i ntell igent. We were certainly wrong in our first judgment of them.• 
Do y-ou think the teacher had improved the situation very lllllch? What would 
have been a better plan of action? 
14, 16, 20 
8. As citizens we are constantly urged to unite for protection and 
strength. We have a motto: "United we stand: divided we fall. n Does this 
unity mean agreement on all important issues? Have we a right to our in-
dividual differences? Is it possible to have un1 ty and diversity at the 
same timet Explain your reasoning. 
·7. 14 
9· It has been said that the best w~ to understand another fellow 
1 s to know him. In our country today thousands of men and women, also 
young people, belong to organizations which exist for the purpose of 
bringing together people of different races, cultures, and faiths. Some 
of these societies may be operating very near here. Do you know of their 
existence - let alone their accompliShments? Make a study of such or~ 
izations, list their names, locations , and the type of understanding Which 
they try to achieve. If it is possible, attend one of their meetings. 
Some organizations make a pretense of brotherhood but are really societies 
which foster hate. In spite of their patriot ic sounding names, how ean you 
distinguiSh between the sound democratic society and the false one? 
OonSill t your Chamber of Commerce, the Department of Social 
Service in your state, or the nearest regional office of the 
National Conference of Christians and Jews (the central office 
is 381 Fourth ATenue, New York.) 
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10. FOllowing the suggestion that the best way to understand people 
is to know them, sometimes tours are planned, in which a group of people 
visit the Chinese quarter of the city, or the Negro or Italian section. 
'lhey may have dinner in a restaurant there or are entertained by native 
1 music or dancing. Evaluate this method of getting to know other people. 
What are the advantages? the disadvantages? Why does the "Little Italy" 
or "Little Ohina11 exist? Are they consistent with our concepts of dem-
ocrao;yt 
19. 20, 21 
11. Religion is one of the forces which should draw people together 
but instead it seems to separate folks and make them suspicious of each 
other. In some cases dislike and even hatred is manifest. Since most of 
the faiths, in our country at least, have a common p11rpose of trying to 
make man into a better man, wey should we disapprove of goodness? Can it 
I be that we di~~&pProve because we are really ignorant about faiths other 
than our own? Many colleges offer courses (usually required) on the re-
ligions of the world, but millions of people do not go to college. Can 
you make some practical ~gestions for the solution of this problem? 
1, 7. 8, 18, 20, 21 
12. Hortense Powdermaker has said, "'lhink how IIITlch poorer our caun try 
would be if the late Professor George Washington Carver had not been 
allowed to carr7 on his research because he was a Negro." Do a little 
Rudy on Carver ,.ourself, writing the highlights of his life and achieTe-
ments in outline form. 
15 
1). From the photographic material which is available in the class-
room, make a detailed study of the contriba.tions to America which various 
graa.ps of people have made. Listen to the recordings 11llallad for Americans" 
I 
"I Hear America Singing" and aey others which are there. Disenss how you 
could use such materials in planning an afternoon or evening educational 
program of appreciation to which parents and friends might be invited. 
. 3. 5, 6 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
1. "Here are 88 of the 2,000,000,000 people who inhabit the planet 
Earth. ~ey are 12 families who represent 12 cotmtries, 3 races, and 5 
religious faiths. They speak 11 l~s. 11 Thus begins a series of il-
lustrated accounts to Show how these partieular people live: their family 
groups, their kitchens, their wash dqs, their method of farming. 'lhe 
series is found in 'lhe Ladies Home Jcrn.rnal beginning w1 th the May 1948 
is~e. Collect the baCk copies and put the articles together in the form 
of a booklet which mq be presented to your school library. You may wish 
to use the following qaotation in the preface of your booklet: 
"People of one cmltural group cannot appreciate those of 
another cultural group w1 thout knowing the aims, values, and 
purposes of the 'other• grcrn.p, plus the reeogni tion that both 
groups hold some ·things in common. " 
John Dewey 
2. You might like to ma.lte a poll of the different racial and national 
strains represented in the members of your class. Then assign the most 
dominant groups to committees for the pu.rpose of historical research: thus 
one grcrn.p might consult books, magazines, musewns, or members of organiza-
tions for the story of the French in America:; another group might study 
the ScandiD&vians and so on. It would be very worthwhile to combine your 
research in the form of a pageant or doeumentary play (see They See for 
Themselves by Spencer :Brown.) Sa.cb. a production is a1 ways welcomed either 
at a parent-teacher association meeting, a commencement, or some city 
function. 
3. With the help of your p&rents and grandparents, try to work crn.t a 
family tree showing the number of national strains which prodnced you. 
For help in the arrangement of this, consult genealogical charts which can 
be found in encyclopaedias in the library. 
4. I.\tring the First Century, :B.C., Cicero once said to AttiCils, "Do 
not obtain your slaves from :Sri tain because they are so stupid and so 
utterly incapable of being taught that they are not fit to form part of the 
household of Athens. 11 Ptltting this statement into the center of a chart 
and adding your own title to refute the statement of Cicero, surround the 
quo t ation with pictnres of famous :BritiSh people or their achievements 
whioh have benefited all mankind. Look especially for records of Americans 
with :BritiSh lineage. If you cannot find all the pictnres needed, print 
the names and general information. 
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. 1 s. :Because our Uno are liTOd according to the patterns of Westem 
I 
civilization, we are prone to think our w~s better than those of the East. 
Even people like :Bu.eyard Kipling haTe helped to promote this idea through 
such famous lines as: 
East is East and West is West, 
And never the twain shall meet. 
Form a coDIDittee or have the whole class prepare a chart to show 
the inventions, achievements, and contribu.tions of the West and of the East. 
In the light of all your investigation, hold an informal discussion 
as to what the atti~de of the world citizen should be regarding the East 
and West. 
6. Have you seen the set of posters pu.blished by the Scholastic 
Magazine? lach one shows the picture of a well known .American and a quo-
' tation in which the personality states his belief in democracy, which im-
plies civil rights, freedoms, and mutual understandings for all citizens 
of our conntry. You might like to make such a set of posters, using your 
own class members as models for "average" Americans. Take the pic~res in 
the form of shadow-graphs. !'asten a sheet of paper (colored paper would 'be 
effective) about 1011 x 15" in size, to the wall. In the darkened room have 
one person direct a flashlight on the paper, in front of which stands a 
student in such a WS¥ that his profile is reflected on the paper. Trace 
t he outline of the shadow on the paper. Then paint the silhouette with 
black ink or paint. For the quotations, each one could write a brief 
biographical sketch containing f'u.ture aspirations or a simple statement of 
., his own concept of democracy. 
I 
7• For the talented art student in your class, there is a challenging 
quotation of Eric Johnston's which could be interpreted in various ways. 
"Too m~ .Americans - indeed, too maey of the immigrants themsel vee-
behave as if AJDerica ol1l.y aY.!l things to newcomers. We need to be 
reminded that America received more than it gave." 
One suggestion is a picture of "Uncle Sam" surrounded by gifts 
which he has accepted in behalf of our common heritage. 
~e qnotation could also be used as motivation for a story -
provided there are students interested in literary expression, as well as 
the artistic. 
8. Ma.sic is a universal language. With. records arrange a program to 
show the diversity of Blllsical interpretation w1 thin onr own country. Songs 
which helped America .to grow to manhood, folksongs of the South or West, 
the chanting of choir boys or a Jewish cantor, a Negro spiritual, or a 
Spanish lovesong, as well as the dance music of the Irish, the Scotch, and 
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the Italians could find a place in such a program. For records examine 
the libraries of your friends or see if arrangements can be made to borrow 
from the music department of schools or even Dlllsic stores. 
9. Plan an informal get-acqu.ainted hour in your own classroom with a 
Protestant minister, a JewiSh raQbi, and a Boman Catholic priest. (Priests 
from other Catholic churches might be invited if they are in or near your 
community.) You could ask: these representatives of various faiths to come 
on the saJDe day' or on different days, whichever yoo. prefer. Decide, too, as 
to whether you want a question and. answer progrsm or short talks w1 th a 
chance for questions later. Make your own decisions beforehand, write your 
own invitations - and don't forget the thank-you notes when the program is 
over. 
10. Start a class scrapbook for pictnres, stories, or newspaper ac-
coo.nts Showing. the growth of understanding and friendship and. the sharing 
of talents smong the diverse groups within our countrT - or the world. 
Watch particularly for evidences of improvement in your own community. 
11. As a classroom offering or assembly hall prodnction, present a 
short play, such as Watch What You Say or Look :Beyond the Label. :Better 
still, try writing a play of your own. 
l __ _ 
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READING LIST FOR STUDENTS 
1. Anti-Defamation Leagu.e of B'Nai B1rith, Americans All, 25th Fleor, 100 
· La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
2. Beecher, John, ,All Brave Sailors: 'lhe Story of s. S. Booker T. Washingten 
New York: L. B. FiSher, 194.5 
3. Brown, Spencer, 'lhey See for Themselves~ Harper and Brothers, 194.5 
4. Brawley, Benjamin G., The Negro Genius, New York: Dodd, Mead, 1937 
5. Davis - lhBois, Rachel, :Baild Together Americans, New York: Hinds, 
Hayden, and Eldridge, 1945 
6. Davis - Dtl:Bois, Rachel, Get Together Americans, · Harper and :Bros •. , 1943 
7• Ellio t t, John H., Building Bridges, National Conference of Christians 
and Jews, 381 Fourth Ave., Ne~ York. 1945 
8. Fi tcb., Florence M., One God, New York: Lothrup, Lee, and Sheppard Co., 
1944 
9• Henderson, Edwin :s., The lll'wo in Sports, Wash., D. c. , Associated 
PubliShers, 1939 
10. Herlin, Robert T., Negre Poets and Their Poems, Wash., D.C., Associated 
Pu.blishers, 193.5 
11. Herrick, Arnold and Askwi tb, 'lhis Wa,y to Uni ty, New York: Oxford Boek 
CG., 194.5 
12. Kingdon, Frank, "Discrimination in Medical Colleges 11 , .American Mercury, 
Oct., 194.5 
13. Locke, Alain, The lll'egro in Art, Wash., D. c. , Associates in Negro 
Folk Education, 194o 
14. ItGeke, Alain and Stern, B. J., When Peoples Meet; A Stud.y in Race 
and Caltnre Contacts, New York: Progressive Educ. 
I 1.5. Lotz, Philip H. (editor) Rising Above Color, 
Pres s , 1943 
As so. 
New York: Association 
16. MacGregor, Frances Cooke, Twentieth Century Indians, New York: 
Pu.tnam, 1941 
17. McWilliams, Carey, :Brothers Under the Skin, Little, :Brown, 1943 
18. Pessin, Deborah, Giants on the Earth; Stories of Great Jewish Men and 
Women from the Time of the Discovery of America te 
the Present, New York::Behrman• s Jewish :Book House, 
1940 
( ' Scrapbook for Tea9hers, Governor's Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding and the Massachusetts Commi·ttee of Catholics, Protestants and Jews, 200 Newbnry Street, 
I :Boston, 1946 and 1948. Free. 
20. Stegner, Wallace and Editors of L9ok, One Nation, :Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1945 
21. 'lhe High Holida,ys, Christian Friends of the Anti-Defamation Leagne 
100 North La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
22. Weaver, Robert c., Hemmed In , American Oc!nmcil on Race :Relations, 1941 
, Plays: 
Boyd, Doris I., Watch What You Sa,yl Nat. Oonf. of Christians and. Jews, 
1947 
Jaworski, Irene, Look Berond the Label, :Bureau for Intercultural 
Education, 1697 Broadwq, New York 19, N.Y., 1946 
Wilson, Dorothy C., We CaJ.l It Freedom, Friendship Press, 1942 
Photographic Exhibit: 
1
'1he Jew in American Life 0 , The Council Against Intolerance in America 
17 East 42nd St •• New York 17, N.Y. 
"~e Negro in American Life" (see above) 
Sets of 25 placards showing material on Jewish and 
Negro contributions, 24" x 36 11 • Rented or purchased. 
I Films 
"Americans All 11 , 16 min. sound, March of Time, 369 Lexington Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 
"Indian Arts and Crafts", 1 reel, silent, The Harmon Foundation, 
140 Nassau St. . New York, N.Y. 
11
'1he Story of Dr. Carver•, 10 min. sound, Teaching Film Oustodians,Inc. 
26 West 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 
"Sons of Liberty", (story of Haym Solomon) 18 min. Sound, Teaching 
Film Oust. 
Recordings 
I 
I~ 
I 
"I Hear America Singing", Victor recording. SUng by John Charles Thomas 
"Ballad for Americans", Victor, Sung by Paul Robeson 
11I 'm An .American 11 , 15 min., series of 27 recordings. 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
Office of Education, WaSh. 19, D.O. 
"Americans All - Immigrants All 1 - see detailed separate · description 
"One Nation lnd1visible 11 , 30 min., Office of Edncation, Wash., D.O. 
1
'1he !allad Hunter", 15 min., series of ten programs of authentic 
.American music - folk, sea chanteys, spirituals, 
ballads. Office of Education, Wash., D. c. 
.America: A Nation of One PeOple from Many Countries 
The Council .Against Intolerance in America 
17 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 
Makers of the U. s • .A. Friendship Press, 158 Fifth Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 
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Americans All - Immigrants All 
Series of 24 recorded programs. !!he story of contributions made 
by ~igrants to this country in the social, economic, and political devel-
opment of the United States~ Broadcast· originally in 1938 - 39 by the 
Office of Education over the Columbia !roadcasting S,stem. ~itable for 
upper-elementarr grades through adnlt level. 
Must be purchased. 1211 double-face phonograph records, $4.75 per 
program. Each program 30 min. long. 
I order. 
One copy of teacher's handbook and manu.al supplied with each 
Copies of scripts also available on free loan. 
F. 101 Our English Heri tat:e 
~. 102 Our Hispan1c Heritage 
F. 103 Scotch, Scotch-Irish. and Welsh in the United States 
F. 104 Winning Freedqm 
<F. lOS 
F. 106 
F. 107 
F. 108 
F. 109 
F. 110 
An exciting chapter of our national history, showing how 
peoples of various national backgrounds - Scots, French, Poles, 
Irish, and others - fou~t side by side to make America free. 
!!he Negro in the United. States 
French-Speaking Peoples and Netherlanders in the United States 
Irish in the United States 
Germans in the United States 
Scan41navians in the United States 
Closisg Frontiers 
Pictures America. from 1890 - 1920 and deals with events and 
influences which have tended to change the empha.si s of American 
life from rural to urban. 
F. 111 Jews in the Uhited States 
F. 112 Slavs in the United States (Part I)-Russians, Ukranisns, J'ugosla.vo ~ 
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EVALUATIVE ACTIVITY 
1. In regard to different cu.l tures, .Americanism should: 1. abolish them 2. 
retain them ). un1 te them 4. refine them 
2. Necessary to the general welfare are: 1. different faiths 2. different 
cu.stoms ). different loyalties 4. a common religious faith 5. common 
cu.stoms 6. gommon loyalties 
). .America has profited most from immigrants who came from: 1. Northeastern 
Enrope 2. Southern Europe ). Central l!b.rope 4. Eastern Europe 5 • .!9. 
particu.lar area 6. the Far East 
4. Democracy is best achieved through Jlllltual: 1. friendship 2. affection 
). respect 4. toleration 5· interest 6. forbearance 
5. Immigrants to .America who have previously known only suppression, fear, 
and terror should be: 1. left alone 2. taught to be like Americans 
). allowed to live with people of their own national or racial baCk-
ground 5. treated with understanding minus morbid cu.riositx 
6. A trne American is one: 1. whose ancestors have been here for at least 
200 years 2. who has contri bu. ted something of great value to America 
). who is thoroughly familiar with and obey-s all the laws of the land 
4. who believes that the United States is the best and strongest nation 
of the world 5. who believes that the United States has many weaknesses 
many of which can be removed by a stricter adherence to the Constitution 
'7· ~e quota system for admittance to college will prove unnecessar.y if: 
1. students can compete free!y on the basis of their qualifications 
2. ~ore parochial, racial, or nationality colleges are established 
3. members of minority groups refrain from going where they are not 
wanted 4. special categories listed the vocations and training eligible 
for the various racial and national groups 5. colleges are enl.arged 
8. ~ere is no value to this type of work in school if: 1. your church 
diss;pproves 2. your parents disapprove ). your friends laugh at your 
new attitude 4. you close your mind 5• you do not show a changed atti-
tude at once 
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9· The best way to understand people who have different backgrounds caused 
by race, religion, ethnic differences or economic ones is to: 1. visit 
those people in their homes 2. invite them to parties in your own church 
or home 3. read about them and their achievements 4. make a study of 
them to know why they are as they are 5. Promote a community proJect 
for a concerted effort on better intergroup relationships 
10. Every .American must be made to understand that the eontirmanee of 
democracy in this post-war period may. depend upon: 1. free speech 
2. raising the present standard of living 3. lowering the high cost of 
living 4. equality of opportunity for each eiti~en 5. abolishing the 
Commnni st Party 
